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God Helped Maj. McDaniel
Survive Years Of Torture
By Cassandra Wynn

"I was prepared for my fate
because I believed in God," said
Major Norman A. McDaniel, the
recently returned prisoner of
war
McDaniel spoke to ROTC
students Thursday in the Paul
Robeson Little Theater. After
making a short speech to the
students, McDaniel
questions
■entertained
pertaining to his seven-year
imprisonment in North Vietnam.
McDaniel, who graduated cum
laude from A&T in mechanical
engineering in 1959, gave the
students quite a bit of insight
about his experience as a
prisoner of war.
He was on his way home from
flying an electronics warfare
mission support and was in his
final turn home when the plane
he was in was hit by a missile. He
had to eject from the plane. He
found himself on North
Vietnamese ground surrounded
by soldiers and peasants.
Initially, he thought he would be
shot because he was made to
strip and was led toward a hole.
Instead, he was taken to a prison
camp

McDaniel stated that his first

"McDaniel pointed out that the

worry was that his family would

time between each event was
sitting around. The
spent

find out that hehad been .captured.
He found that his family did not
know he was captured until three
years later. Another source of Mc
Daniel's worries upon capture
was that the North Vietnamese
did not treat him as a prisoner of
war but as a criminal. He said
that the regular name, rank, and
serial number were not
sufficient
"Of the first 14 months of my
imprisonment, 12 of them were
spent in solitary confinement,"
said McDaniel. "Solitary
confinement required a great
deal of memory work to keep
the mind from going stale," he
stated.

McDaniel described the early
days of his imprisonment. "Each
day at 5:00 a.m. I was awakened
by a gong. At 9:00 a.m., I was
allowed 15 minutes to take a
bath, but on Sunday. At 10:30
the first meal was served. It
usually consisted of coarsely
boiled vegetables, a side dish
with turnip greens, sometimes
fish scales or fish bones. At two
or thiee, the second meal was
served. The gong was sounded at
nine p.m. for going to bed.

prisoners

were not allowed to

engage in any activities

McDaniel stated that he was
tortured severely at first. "At
one time I was hung until 1 was
unconscious," he revealed.
The later stages of
imprisonment, McDaniel
explained, were not as severe. He
said the groups were larger. The
prisoners were allowed to go
outside in the mornings and get
some sun. Sometimes they were
allowed to play volley-ball or
basketball. In the very late
stages, the prisoners were given
more meat and bread.
According to McDaniel,the
North Vietnamese tried to create
racial friction between minority
groups and whites.

During

his

imprisonment,

McDaniel was termed a spiritual
leader. "At the time of capture, I
was a Christian; and I am now.
My trust in

God helped me

endure my imprisonment. My
fellow prisoners took note of my
Christianity and asked me to
head the religious services."

Janice Smith To Be Introduced
As New Register Editor Tonight
Janice Smith, a rising senior
education major from

English

Warsaw, will be formerly
introduced tonight, at the

Annual Staff Banquet at the
Hilton Inn, as the new
Editor-in-Chief
A&T
Register

Miss Smith is taking over the
position held for the last two
years by Ronald Topping, who
is stepping down.
Miss Smith was elected by a
unanimous vote of the staff
March 12 and will assume her
duties in August. She has served
on the staff for the past two
years as a reporter and as
N
assistant news editor. She was
the co-author of a high school
news column
for the
Warsaw-Faison News and will
serve as an intern this summer
with the Wilmington Morning

Star.,

Next year under her leadership
Miss Smith has set as one of her
main goals to increase the
outside circulation of the A&T
Register. She also envisions a
larger staff and hopes to cut
down on the turnover of staff
members during the year.
Looking forward to the
challenge ahead Miss Smith feels
that newspaper work takes up a
.lot of time and sometimes
(See News, Page 6)

AN McDANIEL

Black Schools' Confab
To Develop Strategy
By

Janice Smith

Next week some 400 delegates
will assemble at A&T's campus
for the National Save The Black
Schools Conference. Speakers for
the occasion include A&T's own
.chancellor, Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy;
Dr. Herman Branson, president
of Lincoln University, Owusu
Sadukai President of Malcolm X
Liberation University, and
Nelson Johnson, chairman
ofYOBU.
The purpose of the conference
is to develop a national plan by
which the control of Black
schools will remain in the hands
of Blacks. Tony Brown, producer
of the television show
Journal has agreed to cover the
conference for showing on
national television May 8.
Approximately 121 colleges
from across the nation have been
invited to participate. The
national steering committeej
chaired by Nelson Johnson, will

meet Thursday night to finalize
plans for the following days'
events
In explaining why A&T was

chosen

as

the site

for

the

conference, SGA head Larry

Hinton said, "They felt that the
student body historically has
shown the most support for
these kind of activities."
Registration of delegates will
begin at 10 a.m. in the Union
lobby. The conference will
officiallyopenedat 2 p.m., by Earl

Picard, vice-chairman of the
National Steering Committee and
SGA president of Southern
University, New Orleans.
On Saturday five workshops
will be conducted in Crosby Hall
where delegates will be assigned,
but A&T students may attend
any
of the sessions. Two
attorneys will be present to act
as consultants for the workshops.
When asked what he hoped to
see accomplished during the
three days, Hinton replied,
"Instead of a rap, I hope we
come up with a map; and instead
of the man, I hope we come out
with a plan." He went on to say
that too often there is a lot
rhetoric with little action, with
one man emerging as a
spokesman for the whole group."
"We want a strategy with
which to deal," he added.
In discussing the crisis that
faces Black colleges, Hinton said,
"I'm almost positive there will be
an attempt to merge the
campuses of UNC-G and A&T."
He gave the proximity of two
major universities in one city as
one of the reasons for his
assertion

The workshops for the
conference will be in the areas of
Education and ideology,
organization of the campus
community, organization
of
alumni, 'organization'. _of_ the
national Black community "and
the proper*use of the media and
fundraising.

Page 2
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Students Do Research
For NASA Project
Frederick Cole and Willie
Watson, physics students o
A&T, were selected on
academic and voluntary basis to
work on a NASA research
project which has been entitled
the Cole-Watson Research
Activities.

The two students are under
the supervison of Dr. Rabinder
N. Madan, associate professor of
Physics, and Dr. Sarbewar
Acharya, a research associate in
this NASA project.
Dr. Madan, who has had
extensive education in both India
and America, has been the
principal investigator for two
NASA research grants
to A&T:(1) "Applications of

Dr. Madan further-explained the
project: "In this project we are
concerned with the explanation
of the observed spectrum in the
case of simple atoms in which
two electrons are involved. Such
atoms can be hydrogen with an
extra electron, helium, and
ionized lithium with only two
electrons. Of particular interest is
the ground state of these atoms.
A knowledge of the ground
state energy is directly related to
the position of the edge of the

observed spectrum.
Each of the above atoms can
be thought of as a nucleus-.and
two electrons forming together a

Center Plans Addition To This System

New Computer To Be Installed

three-body system.

At a certain stage (umpteenth
Scattering Theory to Spectral
stage) one encounters three
Line Satellites", June 1970-June
dimensional integrals and the final
1972, amount $29,662; and (2)
depends upon their
answer
Electron Molecule Scattering and
the Amplitude Phase Method", evaluation. We have evaluated
integrals on the
September 1972-August 1973, these
computer-the mysterious CDC
amount $14,948. The latter is
330 on the A&T campus.
the one with which this recent
A new course had been
project is concerned. This
developedto accommodateA&T's
research project is conducted in
physics students; the course is
collaboration with NASA and entitled 'Physics Research'.
Goddard Space Flight Center in
A three-body problem is
Greenbelt, Maryland.
generally not solvable exactly. So
The participants in tht project
will concern themselves with the one develops methods which give
study of basic processes in approximate solutions to such
problems. We have a method that
astrophysical and planetary
the binding energy of a
atmospheres. finds
three-body
system, but the value
The purpose, as stated by Dr.
found approaches the exact value
Madan, is "to learn about from below
and we call it the
methods of research first-hand."
lower bound.

-

First Black Aitt*

A&T, already operating its
$900,000 computer
science
center , has received a federal
grant to install an additional
computer Jinked to the Triangle
Universities Computer Center
(TUCC) at Research Triangle
Park.
Dr. B. G. Coley, chairman of
the Department of Economics,
said the request for the new
computer service was initiated
through his department and the
Department of Mathematics.

university's symphony band and
gospel choir
A day-long "open house" in

the dormitories will be held for
the visiting parents. They will
also be honored with a coffee
hour at 9 a.m. in the Memorial
Student Union and a
demonstration by the ROTC drill
team in front of the Union at 10
a.m

See Related
Story Page 3

The 37-year-old Horton was
named to his state post by
Holshouser last December. At
that time, he was serving as
president of Kittrell College in
North Carolina.
Horton formerly served as
pastor of the huge Emmanuel
AME Zion Church in Durham.
Participating in the program
A&T has occupied a unique
will be representatives of the
role in efforts to provide higher
student
faculty, alumni
and board of trustees. Special
education for blacks in the state
music will be furnished by the

large batches of social science
data, and to have practical
experience in econometric areas

"I am certain that our faculty
Science Foundation.
will benefit from access to large
"We are extremely pleased to numbers of statistical computer
gain this new computer programs available through the
capacity," said Dr. Lewis Triangle Universities Computer
Dowdy, chancellor of A&T. He Center."
Coley said the new terminal
said the terminal will make it
possible for students at the will be housed in Room 108 of
engage in Merrick Hall and is expected to
university to
computer-assisted instruction, be open fo use of students and
.in experience in processing faculty within two months.

,

Urban Confab To Hear Tony Brown
Tony

the youthful
executive producer of television's
Brown,

Governor Holshouser's Assistant
To Give Founder's Day Address
A&T State University's 81st
Founder's Day Observance on
Sunday April 8 will include an
address by the state's first Black
assistant to the governor and a
number of activities for the
students' parents
The event will be the first time
that the celebration of Founder's
Day and the traditional Mother's
Day will be combined.
After lunch, which will last
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m., parent
visitation with faculty is
scheduled. Parents will have a
chance to meet teachers and
observe the setting in which their
children learn.
Chancellor Dowdy is inviting
all parents to take part in the
activities of the day.
Gov. Jim Holshouser's special
assistant, Dr. Larnie G. Horton,
a former college president and
AME Zion minister, will address
the Founder's Day convocation
at 11 a.m. in Moore Gym.

The project is being funded
out of the $3 12,000 grant
previously awarded to the two
departments by the National

Although officially established

as

the

North

Agricultural and
College for the

Carolina
Mechanical

Colored Race by the General
Assembly on March 9, 1891, the
college had actually begun
operations in the fall of 1890 as
an annex of Shaw University in
Raleigh

The college operated in
Raleigh until 1893, but during
that time the board of trustees
was making plans to find a
permanent
institution

home

for

the

Six cities made a bid for the
college, and on March 3,1892,
the board voted to accept the
proposal of a group of
Greensboro citizens to donate
$11,000 in cash and 14 acres of

land.
A supplementary

$2,5 00

from

the

grant

of

General

Assembly enabled the new college
to complete its first building and
begin classes in Greensboro by

the fall of 1893.

award winning "Black Journal," M.A. degree in psychiatric social
will be the keynote speaker for work from Wayne State
the fourth annual Urban Affairs
University
Institute on April 12.
• "Black Journal," which Mr.
Brown, also dean of Howard
University's School of Brown produces, won a 1970
Communications, will address a Emmy Award for its outstanding
12:15 p.m. luncheon session of achievement in magazine-type
the conference in the Student programming. Persons
interested
Union
in attending the conference may
More than 2,000 persons are register at the Adult Education
expected to attend the institute, office at the University.
which will feature sessions of
urban communications, urban
politics, race relations and
revenue sharing, transportation,
social services, manpower and
police relations. A bevy of
prominent speakers and
consultants will join Brown on
the program. These include
Mayor Jim Melvin of Greensboro
The National Association of
and North Carolina Rep.
Black Social Workers is making
Henry E. Frye, politics.
final plans for the fifth annual
Also appearing on the program conference. The conference will
will by Tilmon B. O'Bryant, be held in New York City at the
assistant chief to the New York Hilton Hotel during
Metropolitan Police Department April 18-21, 1973.
The theme for the conference
in Washington, D.C; John Bailey,
director of the Transportation is "Nation-Building Time." It is
Center at Northwestern anticipated that this will be the
University; and John Syra, largest Black social work
director of staff development of conference in America Over
the Department of Social 10,000 Black persons are
expected
attend
Services, Raleigh.
the
Brown has been a television confereence
The purpose of this
and film producer at WTVS,
conference
is to bring b others
Detroit Courier and a psychiatric
social worker. He also published and sisters together in an
several magazines and atmosphere of brotherly
newspapers and has owned a cooperation and acquaint them
public relations and advertising with the techniques and skills
firm. He holds a B.A. in necessary in establishing our own
sociology and psychology and an Black institutions.

Social Workers

Meet April 18
In New York

Southeastern Library Network
To Provide Access To Any Book
In about three years
Aggies-will be able to have
access to almost any book
in the Southeast. This
opportunity will be made
possible through A&T's
membership with the

that has been talked about from another library in the
for years, but it is just now Network in a matter of days.
becoming a reality. A
There is only one
meeting to get the Network computerized cataloging
underway is scheduled for center in the country, and it
March ninth, at the is the Ohio College Center.
University of South This network takes care of
Carolina
all the colleges in Ohio. Alsc
The computerized the Cooperative College
cataloging system would be Library Center, which serves

Southeastern Library
Network. The Network
which is in the process of
being organized will include
the major libraries and some
small libraries in the
Southeast.
According to B. C. Crews,
Jr.. head librarian,
membership in
the
Network will give each
library opportunity to have
shared cataloging, serial
control, and to have
expedient inter-library
exchange. Crews stated that
the Network is something

implemented by the use of a
terminal. The terminal
would have a screen like the
one on a television and a
keyboard like the one on a
typewriter. Within minutes
one would be able to receive
a catalogue card for a book
after punching the book's
Library of Congress

number. By being able to
quickly locate a book by
the use of the terminal, a
person could get a book

about 20 Black colleges in
the South, operates from the
Ohio Center.
Crews projected that, with
computerized cataloging,
eventually the staff for
cataloging will be reduced.
He also said that at the end
of 1976, computerized
cataloging will be in full
bloom. "I think it's a fine
thing mainly because it will
expedite- cataloging books
and they will get on the
shelves faster."

Modern Version Of 'Medea'
Presented In Little Theater
By Rosalind Speight
A modern day version of
"Medea" written by Anioulh,
will be performed in the Paul
Robeson Little Theatre from
April 4-7,

Anioulh's

"Medea" is the

tragic story of a proud Russian

In order to get the Fleece the
young warrior seduces Medea
and persuades her to help him in
his endeavors.
Cast in the title role of
Medea" is Mrs. Danniette
Murray. Mrs. Murray is
administrative coordinator in

'

cooperative

education..

Versatility is one word of many
Queen who falls in love with a that can be used to describe Mrs.
young warrior from a strange Murray's many talents.
country. The young warrior is in
Junious Leak, who has a
search of the Golden Fleece double role, will play
"Jason"
which is a sacred treasure of and Creon." Robert Perry, who
Medea's race
also has a double role, will play

East Gym Jam-Friday, March 30, at 9:00 p.m. to 1:00
p.m. Admission $.10. Sponsored by Junior Class.

Pay Movie "Twins of Evil", Friday, March 30, at 6:30 p.m
Harrison Auditorium. Admission is S.50
Pay Movie "Dunwich Horror," Sunday, March 31 at 6:30
p.m. Harrison Auditorium. Admission is $.50. Sponsored
by Junior Class.

Election Speeches Monday, April 2, from 7:00 p.m. to
11:00 p.m. Harrison Auditorium. Also Tuesday, April 3
form 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

'

SGA Election Wednesday, April 4. Union Ball Room

Richard B. Harrison Players in Medea by Jean Anouilh
April 4-7 at 8:15 p.m. Paul Robeson Little
Theatre
General Admission is S2.00. Students-Free with ID
Children $1.00. Box Office 379-7852. Open from 9:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. daily

-

Free Tutorial Sessions April 2 and 4, at
2-4 p.m. in Room
112, Merrick Hall. Any student desiring assistance in
Math
101, 102, 111, 112, and 113 is invited to attend.
There will be a debate among candidates seeking the SGA
presidency and vice presidency Monday night at 6:00 p.m.
in Harrison.

the Messenger and Guard.
Laetish McClenton plays the role
of the "Nurse". Jeanette
Simpson is the choreographer.
The three members of the dance
group are Toni Rorie who is
"Creasa," Ronnie Quick as
"Jason", and Jeannette Simpson
as "Medea."
Lorey Hayes, a senior Theatre
majoras directing the play.

Admission to A&T students is
free with I.D. cards. Reservations
can be made in the Paul
Robeson; Little Theatre.

Pay Movie Hand of The Ripple," Saturday, March 31, at
6:30 p.m. Harrison Auditorium. Admission is $.50.
Sponsored by Charmette Club.

Rise In Price Index
Hits Blacks Hardest
NEW YORK N .Y. (AANS)Last month's record rise in the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) will
hit hardest at the pocketbooks of

Women Wanted To Help Complete Plan
By Delores Mitchell

"More Aggie: coeds are
needed on the committee.chosen
to make final guidelines for coed
visitation." These are the words
of Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy,
chancellor of A&T, who is
making plans to put more coeds
on the committee.
This committee was appointed
by Dowdy in order to make final
clarifications of details for coed
visitation and to establish
procedures and regulations for its
implementation. The committee
is scheduled to meet on April 10.
Some of the members
composing the committee
include Dr. Walter Sullivan,
chairman of the Chemistry
Department; Vivian Edwards,
President of Women's Council;
SGA President, Larry Hinton;
William Goode, Dean of Men;
Mrs. Zoe Barbee, English
instructor ; Paul McKibbins, a
quarterback for A&T's football
team; Mrs. Lucille Piggot, Dean

of Women, and others
Mrs. Zoe Barbee, made an
admendment in a previous
Faculty Forum meeting to make
students become involved in the
actual planning of coed
visitation. In reference to this
amendment, the chancellor said
that students must vote on
whether they want coed
visitation once the final

guidelines are approved

Each dormitory
will be
allowed to vote, either choosing
or rejecting the proposals.
However, two thirds of the
students in each dorm must vote
for coed visitation before it is
initiated in that dormitory.
On April 18, the Board of
Trustees will review the
guidelines proposed by the

Dowdy Reflects
As A&T prepares to celebrate
its 82nd year of existence next
Sunday, Chancellor Lewis C.
Dowdy views with pride the
future direction and utility of
the institution.
"With the educational base we
have, and with the growing
expectation we have for more
equitable funding from the state,

on

committee

and make a final

decision> The chancellor will,
review them and the student

body will then vote on the
committee's decisions
Of coed visitation, Dr. Dowdy
said, "I am not against it, if it is

conducted imthe proper way and
if students are allowed to vote

for it by dormitories,

-

School's Growth

we are highly optimistic about
the increased contributions we
can make to the Piedmont
Crescent and to the' state of
North Carolina," said Dr.

Dowdy
In A&T's day-long observance
of Founder's Day, the students
will play hosts to their parents,
there will be special tributes by

the faculty, alumni and board of
trustees, and a special 11 a.m.
convocation in Moore Gym will
be addressed by Dr. Larnie G.
Horton, the first Black to serve
as an assistant to a governor of
North Carolina.
Reflecting on A&T's
tremendous growth during the
(See Dowdy, Page 7)

the country's lower income
groups , especially Blacks. The
Consumer Price Index (CPl),
based on a national sample of
120,000 commodities, is a
measure of the prices consumers
have to pay for goods.
Led by sharply higher food
prices, the CPI for February
posted its largest one-month
increase in 22 years, according to
Labor Department figures
released last week.
However, the prices of many
non-food items also registered
impressive increase

Economists report that since
lower income families spend
relatively more of their earnings
on food than do upper income
groups, their real purchasing
power thus suffers a greater
reduction as a result of

'

food-price inflation.

"The relative real income of
the poorer family is declining a
lot more than that of higher
income families," states David.
Swinton
There were small price
decreases in men's clothing,
applicants
and used
automobiles.
One

middle income Black

probably summed up the current
situation when he stated, "The

more

you make the less the rise
J
in prices affects you. It affects
you less because you can afford
it."

P; 'age
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Are Black Schools Going Down For The Last Time

Try This Time
Black
Saving
schools is a worthy
somewhat
akin
to
Black people. But, as
saving
endeavor
with other most worthy subjects,they both have become
bogged down in talk, not rhetoric, just plain talk.
Now there is nothing wrong with
talk without
useless.
action,as the SGA president
The National Save the Black Schools conference is
coming to this and students have been urged to
participate. But one facet ofthe campus has seemingly not
been urged to take part in the planning along with students
who will gather here next week from across the nation.
That is the faculty.
To the faculty the whole subject has been beaten back
and forth for the past ten years or more. Yet, never has the
problem of the survival of Black colleges and universities
been so pressing as it is today.
In the past there were warnings of what could happen or
might happen, but today we all see what has happened.
Court orders have eliminated virtually all the black high
schools. Federal suits have now begun to challenge the
status of colleges as to federal funding because of alleged
discrimination. And probably most important the schools
in this state have been merged (that is an ugly term but
true) into one university system.
The problem facing Black schools now is real and we all
know it so why can't we all get together no matter who we
might be and help solve it, or at least give it a damn
good try

-
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The President's statement on
reinstating capital punishment is
just one more act which will do
nothing except make the public
think Mr. Nixon is a good
President.

A careful analysis of the facts on
the death penalty clearly reveals
that this method of punishment is
of no value in eradicating crime. It
was precisely this analysis which
called for the repeal of the law in
several states and for the ruling of
the supreme court on the subject.
The states which had capital
punishment seldom applied it to
anyone, and the states which did
not have it knew it was not
necessary anyway. It did not
alleviate the crimes that Mr. Nixon
feels it would be effective against
treason, drug pushing and rape
being the major crimes. However,
Mr. Nixon is convinced that capital
punishment should be reinstated
for some crimes, just as he is
convinced that the law and order
"get tough" approach will solve the
problems of a right-wing America.
It may be noted that the

-

preliminary fight against drugs was
waged in the same manner, and that
success was measured only in terms
of arrest made and drugs seized.
Arrests will probably continue to
be made and drugs will continue to
be seized because the people who
are really capitalizing on drugs are
still getting away with murder.
Those who will pay the price are
the pushers who are also addicts,
the way the situation usually shapes
up for the male addict.
Perhaps the solution to crime in
this country is not a reinstatement
of the death penalty, or a "gettough" approach. Perhaps the
solution to the problems faced by
the country is to help this country
recover from the adverse effects of
the war that we think has ended.
The rise in crime rate> drug
addiction, and other problems may
certainly be attributed in large
measure to the war that few people
believed in, or supported.
The country was demoralized
and thrown into a dangerous state
of apathy from which it will be
hard to recover. The nation is
demanding a strong leader, but is
Mr. Nixon's brand of strength really
effective?

March 30, 1973
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Election Chairman Optimistic About Turnout
By Betty

Holeman

"Apathy has been the norm,"
said John Kerns, a member of
the election committee. He
continued , "it is time the
students deviate from their
patterns and assert themselves by
voting for responsible
leadership."
The upcoming elections
should be taken quite seriously.

Ronald Penny, another member
of fhe election committee, stated
that "the election committee
encourages all students to
participate in the upcoming
elections because these are the
people who will be running the
student government association

These guidelines are
constituted by the following
principles: (I) The
voting
machine procedure shall be used
for conducting all campus
elections; (2) there shall be
separate voting machinnes in
which each voter may post his
ballot in secret; (3) voting
each voter upon
procedure
presentation of proper
identification, will be permitted
to vote after siging his name and
student number and having his
ID punched; (4) only election
officials and voters shall be
allowed at the polling place; (5
no campaign shall be allowed

-

time; (9) the
boundaries of each polling place
shall be clearly marked ; (10) and
there will be no campaigning on
radio systems (WANT) for or by
any candidates.
Furthermore, to insure
fairness, the election committee
urges all students not to bring
leaflets into the polling areas.
The candidates' cooperation is
definitely needed.
Glover explained that another
problem has been trying to keep
the candidates happy. For their
benefit, the election committee
has placed the candidates' names
on the ballots in alphabetical

next year."

Moreover, another reason for
concern is thatj according to the
constitution of the SGA, the
SGA president's tuition is paid,
plus expenses. Miss A&T's
tuition is paid also and she gets a
wardrobe. These are the only
two positions which, receive such
compensation.'
Next, the
election committee chairman,
Bennie Glover is optimistic about
the voter turnout on election
day, which is April 4.
He
predicts about one fourth of the
student body will- participate.

Glover maintained that there
would "be a better turnout if a
quick solution were found for
student apathy."
Their biggest problem has
been trying to keep things fair.
In fact, that is their job. In order
that the procedures are fair, the
election committee drew up
guidelines
for the upcoming
elections.

ELECTIONS
within

one hundred and

twenty-five feet of the polling
place, in this case, the Student

Union Ballroom; (6) when the
are closed, the voting
machines shall be turned off and
the tallies taken to a

polls

order

Any candidate who does not
adhere to the established
guidelines will be faced with the
following mandates. He can be

dismissed as a candidate. This
alternative is open to the election
predesignated counting area; (7) committee until 5 p.m. on April
only election officials authorized 4, the day of Elections. This may
by the election committee shall seem harsh, but it is in the
be allowed in the counting area; candidates' best ininterest.
"This year, quite a few young
(8) the results of the election ladies are seeking election," said
shall be given to the chairman of Glover. "Also, all" class officers
the Judicial Committee who shall are filled, but some are not being
reveal them to no one until the contested." In essence, none of

the junior class or sophomore
class offices are being contested
With respect to qualifications
grade point-wise, all candidates
were very well qualified.
However, other factors are quite
determinate also
The qualifications tor SGA
president and Miss A&T include
an overall grade point average of
2.0, a rising senior having
completed 96 hours by the end
of the spring semester, they must
reside on campus during their
term of office and they must be
in good standing with the
university

The candidates seeking these
coveted positions are for SGA
president (1) Clarence Leander
Jones III, (2) Marilyn Marshall;
Tyrone L.Stephenson For Miss
A&T the candidates are (1)
Carolyn Cousins (2) Linda Dixon
(3) Delores Mitchell (4)
Patricia Shelton
and, (5) Toni
G. Jones
The qualifications for
secretary , treasurer, and vice
president are similar except fo
the fact that they must have
completed 64 hours by the
completion of the spring
semester

Persons seeking the office of
vice president of the SGA
include (1) Lloyd Inman II (2)
Joe Lindsay (3) Robert Mack (4)
Ronald Keith Murphy(5) Melvin
Toomer, and (6) Keith Walters.
Those ■ for Treasurer of the
SGA are (1) Brenda Moses and
(2) Clarice Russell.
Qualifications for the class
officers are that you must have
completed the required number
of hours for the specified office,
be in good standing with the

Three Candidates Seek SGA Presidency
By Petrice Holiday

world. In the midst of all this
involvement A&T itself has been

Three candidates are seeking
the office of SGA president, the
most powerful position in
student government
To qualify to seek SGA
presidency, a person must have
an overall grade point average of
2.0; he must be a rising senior,
having completed 96 hours by
the end of the spring semester;
he must reside on campus during
his term of office; and he must
be in good standing with the

forgotten.
My aim will be to bring the
S.G.A. back to the students. I
know there is apathy on campus,
but I feel that this apathy is the
result of the way the S.G.A. is

university

The

candidates

who

are

running for SGA president are
Clarence Jones, III, Marilyn
Marshall, Tyrone Stephenson.

Clarence "Bro.Hardy" Jones is
a political science major from
Kinston, N.C. • Clarence is
vice-president of the Political
Science Club and a member of
the Student Legislature.
When asked about his plans
for the SGA, Jones replied, "In
past years officers of the SGA
have become so wrapped up in
their prestigious positions that
they have forgotten about A&T.
As a result, the SGA has become
involved with the community,
the state, the nation, and the

run

'"Students

feel the S.G.A. is a

secret organization with a few
select members, and they feel
they have no direct input into

before it is too late."
Marilyn stated that she has
been pleasantly surprised by the
amount of support she is
receiving from the sisters on
campus

Tyrone Stephenson is a
political science major from
Philadelphia, Pa. Tyrone
president of the Junior Class, a
member of the Univerisity

Council, a member of AOOP,
and also of the Political Science
Club.
Tyrone feels that he has "a
genuine concern for the campus
and the student body.

He maintains, "I am familiar
with the administraion because I
have been involved with the
administration during this past

(See Candidates, Page 6)

university, and have a 2.0 overall
grade-point average.
Those seeking the office of
Senior class president are (1)
Billy Andrews III (2) Gregory G.
Pridgeon. For Vice President are,
(1) Larry Randolph Penn and (2)

Kenneth T. Stovall. The Senior
class secretary candidate is
Yvonne McDonald
The office of Senior class
treasurer is being sought by
Carolyn D. Wilkes. The position
of Miss Senior is not being
contested. Marilyn Foust is
seeking this position.
Matilda P. Holdiay is not
being contested for the office of
junior class president. Neither is

Janise Marie Williams for vice
president. The secretary position
is being sought by Geraldine
Davis; the treasurer by Marylene
Dunn and Miss Junior by Linda

Jean Kinard.
Rosa M. Smith is not being
contested for the office of
sophomore class president.
Vivian Woods seeks the position
of vice president; Anita O.
Manley seeks the office of
secretary; Veronica D. Woodard
is not opposed for sophomore
class treasurer and Cynthia
Douglas desires to be Miss
Sophomore

All the positions for the
Judiciary Council have not been
filled. At present, only Cecelia D.
Joyner, Robyn L. Minter and
Jacquelyn Harris have submitted
their names for their respective
dorms

Eighteen persons desire to be
student legislators, representing
their designated residence hall.
The number of legislators was
revised this year. The guidelines
were last revised in 1968. Also,
the qualifications of vice
president, secretary, and
treasurer of the SGA were
revised last year
The week of campaigning is
March 2 6-April 4. Speeches
(SGA, class, legislature) are
scheduled for April 2, 8 p.m.
Election day is April 4, 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.; notification of results
will be April 4 at 8 p.m.
Ronald Penny, on behalf of
the election committee,
encourages all students to come
out and vote. The voting will
take place in the Student Union
Ballroom on April 4, 1973.

the S.G.A."

Marilyn Marshall, a
professional chemistry major,
hails from Louisville, Ky.
Marilyn is president of her
dormitory (High Rise*,' secretary

PHOTO BY WILLIAMS

of

the American 'Chemical
Society, and a member of the
Society of Lady Engineers.
Marilyn explains that she is in
this election because she
"wanted to be in a position to
make students aware of fcvhat is
happening." She elaborated,
"Apathy is pathetic. There are so
many beautiful and gifted
brothers and sisters on this
campus who don't utilize their
talents. My platform, if I can call
it that, is 'Future Shock*. I
want to shake up the students
and shock them into awareness

TYRONE STEVENSON

CLARENCE JONES

MARILYN MARSHALL
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Becoming Strong Black Nation
Topic At Political Science Meeting
By Lloyd Stiles

Two political science majors.
Elvira White and Richard Holton,
attended the third National
Conference of Black Political
Science Students held at Florida
A&M University, Tallahassee.
Fla., March 16-18.
The purpose
of this
conference was to bring together
Black colleges and university
political science students, and
Black professionals or those with
experience. The conference
presented and discussed various
ideas, practices, and information
that could be beneficial to others
in establishing a foundation for
our struggle to become a strong,
united, Black nation. Another
purpose
was to establish a
network of communications that
would help in our efforts for
unity

There were six workshops
which included communications,

Community

Organization

Education and Professions in
Political Science, Scientific
Socialism. Penal Reform and a
National Student Organizational
Workshop. Each person was
allowed participation in one
workshop for the duration of the
conference: however, the
National Student Organzational
Workshop was composed of at
least one student from each
school

Elvira White, president of the
A&T Political Science club,
participated in this workshop
which served to establish the
National Student Organization
and to write a constitution.
Elvira stated, "I gained valuable
information in the workshop."
The workshop met many
hours in order to complete the
writing of the constitution. The
knowledge gained here will be
shared with fellow club
members, with particular

-

emphasis on the writing of a new
constitution

for the A&T
Political Science Club.
Richard Holton paricipated in
the Penal Reform workshop. He
stated that it was very
interesting, informative, and
educational. He too, concluded
that the conference was a
worthwhile affair.

Terry

Erland from

Jackson
Jackson,
Mississippi,was elected President
of N.A.P.S.S., while Johnny
Cannon and James Mathews of
Florida A&M were elected vice
State

College,

and
president
treasurer
respectively. Debbie Sanders of
Morgan State College was elected
corresponding secretary. The
recording secretary will be
appointed by the president.

Jackson State College was
elected as the site for the 1974*
conference

"Shading"
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Para-Professionals Involved In Workshops
By Lloyd R. Stiles

The

medical trainees
Medical College
Nashville, Tennessee "were eager
to find out what the A&T
Community Mental Health
group's program was about and
how the A&T program differed
from their program," stated Miss
Annie Herbin, instructor in the
A&T Community Mental Health

" Me harry

program

"Meharry's trainees do most
of their work in the field and
very little academic work; they
are ona certificate program while
A&T is in the degree program."
While at the Center, M. D.
Meharry.
Stewart, from
conducted a sensitivity session
at the beginning of the tour to
initiate an interaction with the
visiting and resident trainees.
"This was very relaxing,"
stated Miss Herbin. Stewart
discussed the "Joe Harry"
window, the four parts of the

.

mind-free and open, hidden
secrets, blind, and dark secrets;
and he discussed verbal and
nonverbal communication.
"Personal feelings deliver a
message," stated Stewart.
The guide for the Meharry
tour, explained the significance
of uniform free staff members:
"this helps us keep a close
communication with the
patient." Miss Herbin remarked,
"We were unable to tell the
patients from the staff; everyone
seemed to be one big happy

-

family."

Another group session was
conducted by Mrs. J. Labien,
also from Meharry with the
topic: "Forensic Psychology of
Community Mental Health
Workers." Mrs. Labien
emphasized the laws that each
person working with patients
should know.

Dr. C. Proctor, one of the
three top Black scientists,

Get Together Or

Die Separately

it's Nation Time

ctured
on
"psychopharmacology," the use
of drugs for mental patients. He
Brought out the control of the
elements on thought, perception,
le

judgment

discrimination,

synthesis, association and recent
memory. "If the formula is right
a cure for schizophrenia has
been found," stated Dr. Proctor
Other workshops involved the
trainees in rap sessions and more
sensitivity orientations. "This
learning situation at Meharry was
well worth the efforts that
everyone made to make a
successful trip, stated Miss
Herbin
The para-professional

graduates will be able to assume

in the state, was launched with a
federal grant last July. The new
program is predicated upon the

such roles as rehabilitative
therapeutic recreational planners,
alcohol and drug abuse
counselors, juvenile correction
workers, researchers, consultants
for child day care centers and as
supervisors for
developing
housing centers for the elderly.
"The A&T mental health
program, the only one ofits kind

theory, that, given adequate
training and experiences,
para-professionals can assume
many of the tasks now sapping

valuable

time

from

the

professionals."
"Completion of the program
leads to either the associate or
the baccalaureate degree.

EV0TEV0TEV0TEV01

New Editor To Be Introduced
(Continued from Page 1)
require

a "total commitment."

District Seeks
Equal Voice
In Congress
WAS«INGTGN,D.C.(AANS) Del.
Walter Fauntroy of the District
and Massachusetts Senator
Edward Kennedy introduced
bills into both houses calling for
equitable representation in
Congress for Washington.
If passed, the measures would
give the District two Senators,
like all other states, and at least
two members in the House.
Currently, Fauntroy, a
non-voting delegate in the House,
is the District's only elected
voice in Congress

Similar measures introduced
last year were unsuccessful, but a
different climate is felt to exist
during this session of Congress.

either you love them or you hate
them," she says with a spark)p in
her eye that marks her
enthusiasm
Other staffers filling editorial
post ions include: Cassandra
Wynn, Managing Editor; Delores
Mitchell, News Editor; Betty
Holeman,Associate News Editor;
Gregory Phillips,
Business
Manager; Blannie Bown, Sports
Editor; Yvonne McDonald, Fine
Arts Editor; Marjorie Strong,
Circulation
Manager; Rosie
Stevens, Literary Editor; Rita
Manley, Fashion Editor and
Lance Van Landingham, Chief
Photograper.

In her first official act for the
coming year Miss Smith has
appointed the following staff
members to editorial positions;
Michael Braye > Production
Manager; Laura Dupree, Head

Everett, Assistant
Editor; and Phyllis
Mitfman, Assistant Managing
Editor.

Typist ;Patricia

News

Candidates Rap
On Top Issues

Facing Campus
(Continued from Page 5)
year.

I

feel

that a genuine

concern on my part will awaken
enthusiasm in the student body.

I

will

work

to

bring

the

administration and the student

body closer together. "But ,"
Stephenson added," if I am
unable to achieve cooperation of

the masses, I will be willing to
work with the dedicated few
who share my concern for the
university."

Dope Won't Get You Through School
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Coop Students

Want Credit

By Hannah Rogers and Rosalind
Speight

Each semester approximatley
25 students participate in the

Cooperative

Education Program.

COOP is a program in which
students participate to enrich
their education by alternating
periods of study with periods of
meaningful work.

In

1969, a

of
engineering faculty members
from predominately Black
institutions with representatives
from Union Carbide Corp.
Nuclear Division met to discuss
techniques for motivating Black
students to enter fields of
engineering and science
COOP has now become a
model; which agencies and
companies have found very
useful in developing talent not
only in technical fields but in
business and other fields as well.
group

In recent months there has
been some controversy as to why
students here do not receive

academic credit hours of the
time that they are in the field.
According to Harold L. Lanier,
director of COOP, each major
department chairman decides
whether credit hours for the
program will be given to students
whose majors are in that
department
"The Co-operative Education
Program is "far more important
than getting credit hours, as
receiving credit is only a small
part of the program," he said.

Under the COOP, the student
spends his first year on campus

as a full-time student. Then,
based on the nature of his work
assignment, the student may
enter his first cooperative work
assignment during the summer of

the freshman year. The student is
visited by a representative from
the cooperative education staff
who evaluates him on the job.
The objective of the A&T
program is to enable the stuuent
to apply theoretic academiceducation in a changing and
realistic non -classroom
environment

Participating

students must

maintain a satisfactory academic
grade-point average in order to
remain in the program
A survey conducted last year

to determine the average
cooperative salary of students
revealed the top salary received
for a rising senior was $828 per
month. The lowest salary was>
$320 per month.

Students in the field for the
semester are Barbara
Beard, Carl Preston, Nam K.
Williams, Edith G. Brown, James
Patten, Debra Toomer, Brinkley
Faulcon, Robert Gladman,
Vamell Gaines, Ronnie Jones,
Michael Matteas, and Michael
Farrow
Others in the field are
Stephanie Carter, Alvester Gales,
Joseph Parker, Tit Chu Tung,
Edward Williams, Lineol K.
Hodges, Larry Keith, Marion
Monger, Bryant Moore, Cecil S.
Ford, Broderick Rogers, Steven
Dukes, and Gregory Curry.
spring

Black Ain't
Beautiful
Because

Beauty's
Skin Deep

Somet!

ing New

Has Been Add

PHOTO B

WILLIA

Dowdy Reflects On School's Growth
(Continued from Page 3)

past

decade, .Dowdy predicted

that the university will continue
to make significant contributions in training specialized
graduates in the areas of
industrial technology,
e n g ineeering
and the
management
sciences. "The

,

industrialization of the
Piedmont area presents us with a
growing

challenge

to

produce more
in these fields, and to
continue
our outstanding
programs in teacher education
and liberal arts."
graduates

A&T has occupied a unique
role in efforts to provide higher
education for Blacks in the state.
Although officially established
as the North Carolina
Agricultural and Mechanical
College for the Colored Race by
the General Assembly on Mar. 9,
1891, the college had actually

begun operations in the

fall of
1890 as an annex of Shaw
University in Raleigh.
The second Morrill Act, passed
by the federal government in'
August of 1890, had authorized
funds for the support of a college
in the state to offer technological
instructions

The state had alreadyi
established the A&M College for
the White Race (now North
Carolina State University at
Raleigh) in 1889 to offer such
training. When it was determined
that the state would not receive
its federal funds until provisions
were made to provide
technological and agricultural
training for Blacks, arrangements
were made with Shaw University
to provide a course of study and
facilities in Raleigh.
The college operated in
Raleigh until 1893, but during
that time the board of trustees

making

was

plans

permanent
institution

Six

cities

home

Sharpen

Light Tan

About
Excessive Praise
Japanese Statesman

Servant

Muffled

Exclamation

Declare Positively
Unclothed
I rritated
Bothers
Makes Mistake
Jazz Instrument
Wire Service

Analyze

French Painter
Spanish Aunt
Obligation
Of the Church

Metallic Element

Singer Dennis

Foundation
Miss Davis
Four
Given Sound Quality
Italian Island

Worldly
Loyal

Article
Praise

Interjection
Prefer
Stinking

Plaything

Treatment of the Foot
Call Forth
Heat Measure (abbr.)
Shakespearean King
Wanders About

$11,000 in cash and 14 acres-

A supplementary grant of
$2,500 from the General
Assembly enabled the new
college to complete its first
building and begin classes in
Greensboro by the fall of 1893.

SPEED KILLS

it's more ran
slow

1. Offspring
2. Church Tax

Spanish Gold

4. Chemical Suffix
5. Troops on Horseback
6. Forced to Go
7. Polish River
8. Enthusiast

Alamein
9.
10. Kusical Pieces
11. Mentions
12. European Deer
13« German Conjunction

16.
.19.
23.
25.
26.
27.

Charm
Birds
Swedish Inventor

36.

Greek Giant

Irritable

Ice
Nova Scotian Basin
28. Infect
29. Room
31. Unexciting
Ababa
33•
34. Urbane
35. Beam Emitter

38. Airline Company
39. Indian Ox

41, Spanish Dance
42. Body Part
44. Instructors

45. Ornamental

Case

47. Polite
48. Part-horse Deity

49.

Strangle

56.

Enemy

50. American-stage Queen
52. Mother of Helen
54. Government Agency
55. Exclamation

_

the

made a bid for the,

DOWN

3.

for

college, and on Mar. 3, 1892, the
board voted to accept the
proposal
of a group of
Greensboro citizens t to donate

By EDWARD JULIUS

ACROSS
Impassive Person

to find a

57. Mazel
59. More Than One (abbr.)
61. Liquor arand

gister
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How to crack
the big oval.
The big oval. That's Du Pont. And only a
tough nut to crack if you haven't got the brains or
drive to try.
Du Pont is looking for ambitious college
graduates. Not for a lot. But for the best.
The best engineers, chemists, business students. Men and women. Black and white.
You can work hard at DuPont. You can
work in different fields, in different plants, in different states.

You can find yourself any kind of challenge
you think you have the stuff to meet. Talk to your
Du Pont recruiter when he comes to talk to you.

REG.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

U. S PA
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Blacks Must Decide
By Ted L. Mangum
This week this column shall be
devoted to an issue that we
students, faculty, administration
all African people, must decide.
We, as an African people, must
decide, and if the Nixon
Administration proceeds
unchecked, we will be forced to
decide "to whom or what do we
owe our commitments or
dedicate our lives."
Do we owe our lives to our
country? If you interpret
America as being your country,
then you have already created a
world of contradiction.
The word "our" or "my"

-

-

documents of this country
neither include nor are enforced
in the name of Black people
being American citizens
The Civil Rights Bill of '64,
Voting Rights of'65 and Housing
Legislature of '68, guarantees
nothing
you
that the
Constitution of the 18th century
didn't guarantee to any
American citizen. If you were
citizens, the Constituion would
be your Civil Rights and Voting
Rights BiB.
Do we dedicate our lives to
our professions? It is necessary
to do a professional job of any
job, sLi long as it does not
interfere with your commitment
to your people. You were Black
before you ever even dreamed of
being a police officer, an armed
forces' officer, an instructor, or
anything else. Furthermorey you
shall remain Black long after
your temporary commitments to
any profession ends. Your
profession is not the cause of

would imply that you own or
control that which is yours. You,
as Blacks, neither own nor
control America economically
politically, educationally,
socially or religiously; as a matter
of fact, America controls and
owns you thoroughly in all these
areas. Therefore, rather than your oppression; your Blackness
America being your country, you is.
are Americ a's nigger.
Our regional status cannot
How can you give top priority become the basis for our unity of
to a country that has always purpo§c. We must not subscribe
considered you last? The last to the nonsense that Raleigh is
people to benefit from capitalism "hipper" than Henderson, that
in particular in this country and New York is "badder" than
its laws is theBlack man.
Raleigh, and that D. C, because
The Constitution and all other it is 70% Black, is super bad. The

Blacks Want A Part
Of Revenue Sharing
D.C. (AANS) A
widespread drive to educate
Blacks to the issues involved in
federal revenue sharing has been
called for by Rev. Jesse L.
Jackson of Operation PUSH.
The Chicago minister and civil
rights spokesman's appeal came
on the eve of special
Congressional hearings on the
subject which were scheduled to
get underway in Washington this
week.
Rev. Jackson said the Black
community had to deal with the
strengths and weaknesses of the
concept, which was already a
reality.

"For us, it is almost all weak,
unless we seize levers of power,"

I

he said in an interview
Rev. Jackson charged that the
revenue sharing regulations were
"not designed to be community
contrdUed," and gave as much
weight in determining spending
to the suburbs as to the inner
city slums
"Human need and misery is
not the basis of weight in the
formula," he said. "Highways
and sewerways can have priority
and may be no different than
somebody being hungry."

PRESENTS FOR THE BALCKARTS CULTURE
FESTIVAL "THE BAR-KAYS,"

SATURDAY,

APRIL 7, 8:00 P. M. MEMORIAL HALL

TICKETS $2.00

AVAILABLE AT THE CAROLINA UNION

INFORMATION DESK, AND AT THE DOOR

%S:::::::%^i¥:%:^^

Tops on Spring Scene

truth is that the only major
difference in the various cities is
that "the man" owns more in
one city than the other; for no
matter where we are from, when
we discuss us, we're still talking
about people who control very
little and own even less.
You were born black
(physically) and thereby
subjected to the same type of
oppression as any other Black. It
took you 19 or 20 years to
become a member of a fraternity
or sorority and you will never be
oppressed, discriminated against,
or killed because of your
membership in any fraternity or
sorority

Your membership as an
African person is a life-time
pledge and it is a very real reason
why your mother, my mother,
you, me, and all African people
are subjected to conditions of
dehumanization

You are not obligated to serve
a fraternity or sorority any more
than you're obligated to serve
America? rather your sorority or
our frat should serve you. You
must
not become the
organization and let that
organization control you. That
organization should and must
become you. You must control it
in a very relevant manner.
We must become one.
Competition is a luxury and a
poor substitute for co-operation.
A number of people are going to
look out for countries,
professions, organizations, etc.,
but only we can look out for us.

By Rita Manley

colorful and have far-out designs
such as stripes and checks.
Popular
for the upcoming
seasons are the Caftans made
from Qiana
a nylon jersey.
These are made more fashionable
in plaids and pastel tie-dyes.
The average Caftan can be
made in a matter of a few hours
with about five yards of 36 inch,
wide material with or without a
pattern.
Depending on the
selection of materials, the
average Caftan can be made at a
cost
of seven dollars
If
ready-made
garments are
preferred, they can be purchased
anywhere from the lingerie to
the evening and formal wear
departments in any dress store.

Tops in evening wear for the
spring and summer ahead is the
Caftan which is inexpensive
consisting of two major
rectangular shaped pieces which
are sewn all the way up leaving
a small ample hole for the arms.

-

-

-

The Caftan can be worn with a
solid turtleneck for a casual look
or alone with a long string of
beads for the more elegant
occasions. It is noted for its
versatility, for it can be worn
around the home for a quick
cover-up or out on a formal
affair for more than acceptable

-

attire

Caftans

are

usually

very

My Fellow Political Scientists,
I am sure you all are aware of the fact that
election time is just around the corner. There are
campaigns, speeches, and promises.
It is my hope and desire that as political
scientists we take the iniative to actively take part
in these elections, and serve as an example to other
students. Apathy will not solve the problems on
our campus.
Get to know the candidates, the issues and the
platforms. Become involved!
Most important, vote and encourage fellow
Aggies to vote on election day. This is your voice
in the Student Government!!
Unity in Blackness,
Elvira M. White,
President Political Science Club

An important announcement to every
student in the health professions:

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
THEY COVER TUITION AND
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300AS WELL.

"Some people are arguing now
as to whether or not they like
revenue sharing," he scolded.
"Well, that's over. Revenue
sharing is a fact."

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA s BSM

j
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If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
scholarships just made possible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical, osteopathic, dental,
veterinary, podiatry, or optometry school, or are working toward a PhD in Clinical
Psychology, you may qualify.
We make it easy for you to
complete your studies. You're
commissioned as an officer as
soon as you enter the program, but remain in student
status until graduation. And,
during each year you will be

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requires that you remain on
campus, you stay on campus
—and still receive your active
duty pay.
Active duty requirements
are fair. Basically, you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer for each year you've
participated in the program,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholarship with either the Army,
Navy or Air Force, and know
that upon entering active
duty you'll have rank and
duties in keeping with your
professional training.
The life's work you've chosen for yourselfrequires long,

hard, expensive training.
Now we are in a position to
give you some help. Mail in
the coupon at your earliest
convenience formoredetailed
information.

FI Box
Armed Forces Scholarships
A

j Universal City, Texas 78148

I

J

I desire information for the following:
program;

I

Q Army □ Navy □ A*>* Force
|J Q Medical/Osteopathic Q Dental
j □ Veterinary Q Podiatry*

■ □ Other

iPl«'°

J

»p<wify >

(please print)
Add!

I City.
I Stat.

I Enrolled

I
| To Kradi

Date of birth

I

(School)

(Month)

(Year)

(Month)

(Day)

(Decree)

(Year)
•Podiatry not availablein AirForce Program.

I

*

j

'

I
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Aggies Have Strong
Mound For Season
Football and basketball have
in
the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference according to head
baseball coach, Mel Groomes.
And h opefully with
Gfeensboro's last snow out of
the way, the Aggies will be able
to win "We could have won it
last season," said Groomes, "if
rain hadn't cancelled so many of
our games."
"Howard won the title
because they had more winsthan
we did."
proven to -be very competitive

:

But

the Bison eleven also

managed to nip the Aggies twice
during the regular season on their
way to the championship.

Considered

weak in the
pitching department last spring,
A&T will mount probably the
most formidable mound battery
in the MEAC as Al Holland, a
second team NAIA All-American
as a freshmau, returns with his
blistering fast balls.
Joining him is another tested
fireballer, Samuel Fletcher and a
smooth change-up artist from
Greensboro, Richard Cummings.
Even though A&T is 2-2 on
the season, Groomes feels that
this team might turn out to be
the best in the last five years.
"We need to play ball games,"
Groomes moaned. "We were
outside only three days before
traveling to the Florida Carnival"
in which A&T whipped Clark
College twice and dropped a
decision to Florida A&M by 2-1.
Holland got off to a
resounding start by ;*|h"d cfffin_g
Clark with a one-hitt* in a
decision. He also fanned 14
batters enroute to defending his
NCAA strikeout championship
last season when he averaged
15.5 per game.

:

"We'll have a strong outfield
thanks to my best all-round
player. Ken
Smith." said
Groomes. "He can hit. run and
handle a glove very well."

Smith batted .333 in 1972 and
will be joined by "Mr. Hustle."
Artis Stanfield, a .365 hitter
JuniorGreg Simmons is the new
out- field entry and he could be
the strongest hitter
team," says Groomes
The Aggies' only weakness
seems to lie at first, second, third
and shortstop where freshmen
and sophomores have filled in for
graduation losses.
"It has the potential of being
the best infield I've ever had," a
confident Groomes said, "but
inexperience will make us
vulnerable temporarily.
"But this doesn't include our
catcher who is probably the best
in the conference."

Eight Teams Defeated
In Intra mural Tourney
By Robert

Brooks

elimination basketball
tournament to determine the
champions for 1972-1973 is now
underway. Thus far eight teams
have been ieliminated and others
are waiting in the wings to play
their inital game.
The competition is fast and
furious with two of the top
teams BOSS and GROOVES,
already eliminated in the early
The

Need Anything Be Said

Baseball

going

In the opening game the Iotas
defeated the Grooves 47-35 and
the others include the Taus 71,
Ques 46, Celtics 2, Cobras 0, Air
Force 69 Epricureans 31,
No-Stars 71, Ten Commandments
67 in overtime; and the Esquires
60 and the Bulls over the
Backstabbers 66 to 57.
All of the contests were easy
wins except those by the
No-Stars, the Esquires, and
(See Esquires, Page 11)

Aggies'Outlook Good
By Blannie Bowen

A&T started its home baseball
schedule Tuesday afternoon by
walloping the Rams of
Winston-Salem State 12-2. The
Aggies were in command of the
contest from the start exploding
for six runs in the first inning.
All-American Al Holland
showed the Rams why he won
his NAIA Ail-American honor
as a freshman last year. Holland
kept his fastball zipping and his
curve ball making right angles as
he struck-out 17
Rams in
seven innings
Winston used three hurlers in
trying to stop the "Aggie
Machine", but poor defensive
play limited their success as they
failed to find the handle on the
ball. When they did find the

handle, their throws zoomed past
the intended targets.
While Holland was "doing his
usual thing," freshman Raymond
Perry was starting to build a
reputation for himself. Perry is
the same freshman who hit that
35 ft. jumpshot at the conclusion
of the Aggies' MEAC basketball
championship game with Howard
University.

He uncorked

another shot

Tuesday, but this time it was a
towering three- run homer in the
seventh inning. Artis Stanfield
chipped in with two hits to help
supply some more punch to the
Aggies attack.
The next action for the Aggies
will be Saturday afternoon at 2
p.m.

in

Memorial Stadium

against former CIAA rival Shaw
University

AFROTC
Wins At ECU

"Oooooooooooo"

The Aggie Air Force ROTC,
605 Detachment, won their
second consecutive East Carolina
Invitational basketball game last
week in Greenville. Playing in the
tournament with the Aggies were
East Carolina, Duke, University
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill,
Fayetteville State and the
University of Virginia.
After drawing the first round
bye, the Aggies faced East
Carolina in the second round and
trailed 33-27 at the half. The

second half was typical of all
Aggie teams as they used the full
court man
to
man pressure
defense which took the " toll
against East Carolina as they
came away with a 66-51 win.
The championship game was
played by the only two Black
schools participating in the
tournament, A&T and
Fayetteville. The Aggies had to
fight hard to pull out the run
until Fayetteville "bit the dust"
(See Mayo, Page 11)

- -
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Intramural Roundu

Esquires Edge Boss By 60-58
(Continued from Page 10)
Trouble Inc
Each of the teams quickly
jumped out to early leads and
had little trouble in eliminating
the others from the tournament.
The action was like this: the
Iotas were led by Walt Howard
and Johnny Kirk with 18 and 13
each in the 47-35 win over
Grooves. The Taus easily won as
Bobby Brimmage's 26 points did
most in the 71-46 rout of the
Ques. Larry Cannon's 17 led the
Air Force over the Epricureans,
and Tom Barrett's 16 led ' the
Bulls over the Backstabbers
66-53.

In

the

close

games,

the

No-Stars went into overtime on a
jumper by Tony Hinson of the
Ten Commandments with 2
seconds remaining to tie all.
After trailing most of the
game, the No-Stars rallied behind
Tom Fitzgerald to take the lead
before Hinson's desperation shot
and held
the. Ten
Commandments score the
victory

James Bevins and Fitzgerald
led the No-Stars with 17-12 each
while Tony Hinson and Terry
Mclnnis had 22 and 18 each for
the Ten Commandments.
The Esquires had to hold on
for dear life in their 60-58 win
over BOSS. Leading going into

Mayo Leads Scoring
(Continued from Page 10)
in the second half and lost
110-72. Leon Mayo led the
scoring in the championship
game with 29 points.
The members of the team
were team captain and coach
Cadet Major Tico Thompson,
Cadet Captain Earl Matlock,

Cadet Lieutenants Leon Mayo,
James Carraway, Larry Cannon,
Michael. Davis and Preston
Cottman and Cadet Enlisted men
Larry Barnes, Vemon Davis and
Jerry Thorn.

the second half 30-21, Paul
Williams led the comeback for
BOSS; but they could only get
within 2 points as the Esquires
held on for the win.
John Durante and Fred Hayes
paced the Esquires with 23 and
21 points each while Boss was
led by William's 29.
The final game was the 78-62
win by
Inc., over Nickle
Bag. Trouble led throughout the
contest by as many as ten points
until the fourth period when
Jerry Thorn hit 4 straight baskets
to pull Nickle Bag with 56-58
with 2 minutes remaining.
Trouble caught fire after a time
out and out scored the oposition
20-6 to win easily.
They were paced by Ardery
White, Jimmy Pridgen
and
James Carraway with 28, 20 and
18 points each. Nickle Bag was
led by Jerry Thorn and Eric
Salter with 15 each.

How Many

Martyrs
Do We

HHOTO BY CONWAY

Athlete Of The Week
William Harris is this weeks's star athlete. He led the
Aggies to their second straight MEAC Championship.
Harris collected the Tournaments's MVP award, and the
Mutual Black Network's All-American and Player of the
f
Year honors.
He is a 6-2 senior guard from Durham

Need

Students Earn $189,000
Students
n work-stud
programs will earn a record
$189,000 in the academic year
that ends in May, according to
the program's director.
Lt. Col. Harold Lanier said the
salary survey was based on the
performance of 100 students
currently enrolled in cooperative
education here. He said the
earnings are based on an average
monthly salary of $600.
"Cooperative education is
carefully
organized and
supervised program of
experiential learning," said
Lanier. "Our students enrich
their campus education by
performing alternating periods of
campus study and meaningful
off-campus employment."

He said demand of the
students is on the increase,
especially in the areas of
engineering,
business,
accounting, industrial
technology, and mathematics.
The salary survey revealed that

56 students in the program last
summer earned $96,000. The

past fall 13 students earned a
total of $31,200, and 26
students in the program this
semester will earn more than
62,400 by the middle of May.

Students in the program have
job assignments in some of the
nation's top industries, including
Westinghouse, Union Carbide,
General Motors and Ford Motor
Company. The federal
government is also a heavy
employer of coop
students.assignments include
those with the National Institute
of Environmental Health,
National Bureau of Standards,
Tennessee valley Authority and

Areojet

Bud Drinkers, can
you figure this out?
Joe walked into a bar one day wanting to buy 4 quarts of Budweiser®. His
friends Bob and Fred were less thirsty and wanted to buy only 3 quarts each.
This particular bar sold only Bud>, on tap, and either in 3-quart pitchers or
5-quart pitchers. Using these pitchers as measures, pouring the Bud from one
to the other, how did the bartender measure out exactly 3 quarts for Bob,
3 quarts for Fred, and 4 quarts for Joe?

Nuclear.

A&T is also involved in a
$172,000 work-study with the
United States Air Force Logistics
Command
Lanier said that, in addition to
providing
employment
experiences for the student, the
cooperating firms provided the
University with more than
$84,000 in scholarship aid

NOW

—

IS Your Chance to Receive Instant Cash and establish
credit with an NCNB Bank Americard

Pick up your STUDENT APPLICATION today at the
Business Desk of the A&T Register
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special
in the New Navy
When Dr. Louis A Ivey graduated with his Naval
ROTC at Penn State, he was someone special.
As a commissioned officer, he served with
distinction aboard the U.S.S New Jersey in the
Korean action Then, for two years, he was
Commanding Officer of the Schierstein unit of
the Rhine River Patrol
Dr. Ivey now specializes in cardiovascular and
thoracic surgery at Howard University Hospital.
He's someone special—in the Navy or out of it—
because he's found, as so many others have.
that you can be black and Navy too
The New Navy puts its money where its mouth is
because they need new leadership—Black
leadership. To do it, the Navy offers two NROTC
Programs to qualified applicants.

They have a Scholarship Program that pays for
tuition, books, fees, uniforms and adds a

handsome $100 subsistence allowance. The
Contract Program is similar except that you give
a little less time and get a little less in return.
If you're Class of 73, the Navy offers Officer
Candidate School for both men and women.
After graduation, you complete a 19-week training
course and are commissioned an Ensign or
Second Lieutenant. After three years service,
you'll be earning about $1,000 a month. If you
want to continue your education, you may qualify

for a complete graduation degree program on a
full-time basis at the Navy's expense.
The Navy thinks you're someone special. They're
not just saying it, they're doing it. Find out about
it. Use this coupon, or call toll-free: 800-424-8880

We're not just saying it, we're doing it

THE NEW NAVY

Navy Yard, Building 157-4, Washington, D.C. 20390
Please send information on Navy Programs for:
□ High School Students
□ College Students
□ High School Graduates
□ College Graduates

Address
tare

